Traditionally artificial neural networks (ANNs) are trained by minimizing the cross-entropy between a provided groundtruth delta distribution (encoded as one-hot vector) and the ANN's predictive softmax distribution. It seems, however, unacceptable to penalize networks equally for missclassification between classes. Confusing the class "Automobile" with the class "Truck" should be penalized less than confusing the class "Automobile" with the class "Donkey". To avoid such representation issues and learn cleaner classification boundaries in the network, this paper presents a variation of cross-entropy loss which depends not only on the sample class but also on a data-driven prior "class-similarity distribution" across the classes encoded in a matrix form. We explore learning the class-similarity distribution using a datadriven method and then show that by training with our modified similarity-driven loss, we obtain slightly better generalization performance over multiple architectures and datasets as well as improved performance on noisy testing scenarios.
Introduction
Deep neural networks are responsible for a large number of recent breakthroughs in computer vision applications -particularly in object recognition, where in some cases they even exceed human-level performance. Traditionally, training neural networks relies on computing a loss function in the form of the cross-entropy between a predictive softmax distribution as an interpretation of the last layer of features and a Dirac delta distribution (encoded as a one-hot vector) which encodes the ground-truth class representation of the labels [3, 15] .
Training with respect to the softmax output and ground truth delta distribution is a provably correct assumption when training a maximum likelihood classifier given that the classes observed in the training data make up the entire possible set of classes [15] . While it is inadvisable to completely ignore traditional delta distribution loss in the traditional classification scheme, it is reasonable to ask if it would be possible to borrow ideas from a more general case, in which classes are Figure 1 : An example of visualizing between-class similarity in a classification space. Vectors are generated (rooted at the origin) using a toy similarity measure (Section 4) based on LDA.
considered sub-spaces of a larger image space. In this more general world, it is natural to think that two classes may be closer together in the image space. This leads to the intuition that it is inherently more likely for a classifier to "confuse" images from similar classes and some classes may have high inter-class mutual information.
For a network to properly minimize the cross entropy loss for a given class with a softmax predictive distribution requires that the output logit function for the class be infinitely large. Under the assumption of high inter-class mutual infor-Authors contributed equally to this manuscript. mation (such as in the near-class scenario), this requirement is no longer a reasonable assumption. In addition, trying to approximate infinite logits leaves something to be desired. As computers are finite-representational, using back-propagation to push the class logits beyond the inherent representation capacity of the computer is computationally futile. Even further, the traditional cross-entropy loss formulation leads to large variations in weight changes during back-propagation for examples from classes that are difficult to distinguish from other classes ("near-class" examples) as well as for examples which have been ambiguously annotated. These variations lead to distortion along the classification boundary which can detrimentally affect the training procedure and the overall generalization capacity of a neural network.
We might resolve these issues in one of two ways: 1) we could abandon the odds-likelihood approach to classification, which seems unnecessary (and perhaps incorrect), or 2) we can explore loss functions that do not try to approximate a ground-truth Dirac distribution. Thus we ask: "is training the network to exactly approximate the ground truth necessarily the best option?" In order to investigate this question we explore a new class of loss functions that are sensitive to the challenges presented above and learned in a data-driven manner. Our major contributions in this paper are: 1. We introduce a "Mixed Cross Entropy Loss" (MCEL) framework, a new loss function which takes into account the ground truths distribution while simultaneously allowing for a certain flexibility for the network to make other predictions on the basis that such predictions may not be the fault of the network itself, but result of some similar feature or high mutual-information between different classes in the dataset. MCEL employs a convex combination of the traditional cross-entropy between the predictive softmax distribution and ground truth Dirac delta distribution and a secondary cross-entropy between the predicted distribution and "class-similarity distribution."
2. We explore how to learn the class-similarity distribution from the data using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).
3. We use MCEL across multiple datasets and network architectures and empirically show improved top-k error, a predictable side-effect of the MCEL formulation without significant tradeoff to top-1 error.
Though our exploration of the data-dependent prior belief is only a basic exposition and exploration of the MCEL framework presented in this paper, we provide a framework from which further research into data-driven loss functions for neural networks can proceed.
Related Work
The recent success of deep neural networks has greatly benefited from research into network architecture [17, 18] , an exploration of deeper structure [5, 18] , the development of novel non-linearity functions [2] , novel optimization techniques [7, 24] and better regularization [21, 16] . This wide breadth of work lacks significant research on the loss function, which is usually comprised of a sole cross-entropy loss function [3] between ground truth and the predictive softmax distribution.
Manipulating the loss function in a data-driven manner has most significantly been applied to training neural networks with imbalanced data [26, 18, 21] , however in practice such techniques are not applied to improve accuracy in the general case. Indeed, using a data-driven loss function for such applications intuitively makes sense as imbalanced data requires some penalty loss function in order to compensate for the insufficient training sample from some classes.
One of the most wide-reaching data-driven loss functions is Infogain loss. First implemented in Caffe [6] , and thereafter adopted by the technical community, yet never published as a standalone idea, the Infogain loss formulation was developed to solve the problem of learning in imbalanced data. By individually weighting the loss function for each of the classes by their relative proportion in the training data-set, we can reduce some of the incongruities introduced by heavily penalizing networks for miss-classifying examples from underrepresented classes, while penalizing networks less for missclassifying examples from well represented classes. The loss formulation for a training example (X, y) is given in Equation (1) where H is an Infogain matrix, f (x) the predictive softmax distribution and k the number of classes.
Infogain loss relies on the "Infogain" matrix H which traditionally consists of hyper-parameter entries in the diagonal. Additionally in some formulations diagonal is the proportion of images with respect to the smallest class, that is
resenting class i and 0 off diagonal. Notice that this is inversely proportional to the number of images, allowing us to create the highest possible loss values when a target images of the worst-represented class is mis-classified. Notice that when H = I, the identity, we have the traditional cross-entropy loss function.
Similar in formulation to Infogain, a number of techniques are used for correcting noise in the training set. [12] explores learning a class-similarity matrix which can be used to correct for noise in the labels. While [12] has similar metrics to infogain using a learned data-distribution, it is restricted to correcting noise in the data as opposed to correcting for cleaner decision boundaries. Prior works such as [11, 10] also explore learning from corrupted labels using a class-conditional distribution but similar to [12] , they assume noise models which may not apply to high inter-class mutual information resolution.
Presented as a subsection in [18] , Label Smoothing Regularization is a method that is used to regularize the classification layer by estimating the marginalized effect of labeldropout during training. In order to regularize the classification layer, Szegedy et al.present a formulation, where the Kronecker delta based distribution (δ y,i ) for training sample (x, y) is replaced with a mixture as given in Equation (2) where is a hyper-parameter 0 ≤ ≤ 1 and u(k) is a fixed distribution.
In their experiments, Szegedy et al. use an uniform probability distribution for the distribution u. Our research builds on this idea by expanding the formulation to account for arbitrary distributions in a well defined manner -while simultaneously providing additional insight into why such "labelsmoothing" works, and applying it in a generalized scenario.
Developed in [22] , KLD-Regularization introduces Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) as a regularization term in the traditional cross-entropy loss formulation for context-dependent deep neural network hidden Markov models. Applying the KLD regularization to the original training criterion is equivalent to changing the target probability distribution from the traditional Kronecker delta target distribution to a linear interpolation of this distribution estimated from the unadapted model and the ground truth alignment of the adaptation data. KLD differs from L2 regularized loss as it constrains not the parameters of the network, but the output probability distribution. This paper provides additional theoretic frameworks for a technique such as KLD-regularization, while generalizing the ideas behind the technique to a more global scale.
Additionally, some similarity-based techniques for overcoming class imbalances have been explored. [19] explores learning internal class similarities from data, [13] explores training under sparse sets of representative information, and [25] explores penalizing the harmonic center between classes. [20] uses center-loss which requires additional online computation like updating the centers, and computing pairwise distances. Unlike our proposed method, none of these techniques explore data-driven loss functions or modifying the cross-entropy approach.
Experimentation with augmented loss functions are not only examined in training deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), but also in the field of semi-supervised learning. [4] uses an augmentation to traditional loss that measures the "missing" information in unlabeled examples.
Recently, examinations of cross-entropy have led to interesting improvements in deep learning performance. [9] ex-plores modifications to cross-entropy and demonstrates improvements in transfer learning scenarios using ensembles of networks. [21] randomly perturbs the loss layer in order to perform regularization on the trained network.
Mixed Cross Entropy Loss

Notation
In order to facilitate an understanding of the equations involved in this paper, we establish a notation wherein the type of the quantity involved will be denoted by its representation. Scalars are represented via lower case letters i, j, k, · · · ; α, β, γ, · · · , vectors are represented via lower case bold letters a, b, · · ·, e, , · · · and matrices are represented by upper case letters A, B, · · · , E, · · · . Bold upper case letters A, B, · · · represent vector spaces and calligraphic letters A, T , · · · are used to represent sets of objects. We consistently follow similar convention for functions, where f represents scalar valued functions, bold f represents vector valued functions and bold A i,. represents the i'th row of the matrix A. The parameters (a, b, · · · ) of a function are separated using , as f (a, b, · · · ) and hyper-parameters (α, β, · · · ) (greek letters) are enumerated after ; as f (a, b, · · · ; α, β, · · · ).
Motivation and Simple Mixed Cross-Entropy Loss
The loss function that we present is motivated by an application of Regularized Label Smoothing presented in [18] , however our goal is not regularization and smoothing of the labels, but to perform dynamic penalization for the classes with respect to similarity in the training set. As mentioned, it is unnatural to assume that if two classes have high inter-class mutual information (such as "Horse" and "Donkey") that the network should be aggressively penalized for confusing the two (the discussion on mutual information can be found in the supplementary document). In addition, it seems more natural to highly penalize confusion in classes with low inter-class mutual information. Thus, for a training sample (X, y), we consider a "prior" discrete similarity distribution, described by the function r(l = b|l = y) representing the probability that the label of X could be b under a natural distribution of images given that it has the true class y. That is, r(l = b|l = y) = P(label is b|y is true label) for b = y. Indeed, with the "similarity" distribution (defined by r) we wish to measure the similarity between the true-label class and the other classes in the dataset. Such a similarity distribution becomes a key hyper-parameter in our formulation.
We now can define the novel formulation for "Simple Mixed Cross-Entropy Loss" (MCEL) to be as in Equation (3) where the loss for any training example (X, y) is l(X, y), where f (X) is the predicted distribution, δ ij is the standard Kronecker delta, r(i|y) is the similarity distribution, and ∈ [0 .5) is the "mixing weight".
Because we want to retain the idea that the true labels are more important than any "prior" beliefs, we require that the "mixing weight" be strictly between 0 and 0.5. This is, however, not a harsh requirement, and exploring the relaxation of this assumption remains as a future work. In this formulation we further restrict the similarity distribution to be symmetric across each class -that is, r(i|y) = r(y|i). Because we are working on discrete classification tasks, we can provide r, the similarity distribution, in a matrix form. Such a formulation is presented in Equation (4), where the rows of matrix A represent the similarity distributions r for different classes. Furthermore, we constrain A to have 0s along the diagonal, as the true class Kronecker delta distribution accounts for the case in which the predicted class is equal to the class label.
It is easy to see that such a loss function is differentiable and has an easily computed derivative with respect to the input f (X). The gradient formulas are presented for application in Equation (5).
It is interesting to notice that the MCEL matrices (as in the formulation of Equation (4)) are a subset of those suggested by the Infogain formulation. However, the MCEL matrices have two major differences which distinguish them from the Infogain matrices. The first is that the matrices have significantly more structure. While an Infogain matrix is defined as arbitrary mixture of the classes (not necessarily respecting the law of probability theory), we define the MCEL matrices with each row obeying a conditional probability distribution. By doing this, we provide a structure to the formulation and ground the choice of the matrix in an extensible theory. Second, the MCEL matrices allow for a framework for learning such a similarity distribution based on the training data (explored in Section 4, which is impossible in the case of Infogain (which requires that each hyper-parameter entry in the matrix be individually investigated).
Semi-Generalized MCEL(SG-MCEL)
We continue our exploration of MCEL by presenting a natural generalization of the formulation in Equation (4), where the per-class similarity distributions are mixed in different proportions. We define for each class a unique mixing weight, unlike in the simple formulation which requires be constant between all the classes. We refer to this formulation as "semi-generalized MCEL". Let = 1 , · · · , i , · · · , k be the vector containing probability scaling factors for k classes. Then scaled probability vector for i th class is
In Equation (12) we set A i,i = 0 to highlight the mixing of the class-based Kronecker delta distribution and the similarity distribution in Equation (4), however this no longer needs to hold in a more general scenario.
Let the function f represent a CNN based deep neural network model for visual recognition tasks. Then for a training image X, f (X) ∈ R + k represents the output probability vector based on the Softmax output layer. For a training sample set T , the new semi-generalized MCEL loss function is:
where the log function is applied component wise on the output probability vector. When i = ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , k} then Equation (6) is same as Equation (4).
Inside the sum, the derivative of the output in this case with respect to f (X i ) j is given in Equation ( 7) below:
Generalized MCEL(GMCEL)
It is natural to propose an even more general loss function involving minimal encoding of similarity information via amixture matrix E k,k ∈ R + k×k (Equation (8)). We refer to this formulation as "generalized MCEL" (GMCEL), in which each class may have a unique hyper-parameter mixture.
For the generalized MCEL mixture matrix in Equation (8) i,i > i,j + c i for i = j and j i,j = 1 ∀i. Scalar values c i > 0 control the class i probability margin with respect to other classes. In the generalized MCEL, the loss function for a training set T is defined as: l(T ; E k,k ) = − n i y i ,1, y i ,2, · · · , y i ,y i , · · · , y i ,k log f (Xi) (9) Notice that if i,j = i A i,j , i = j and if i,i = 1 − i if i = j, where each i ∈ [0 .5), then one can choose c i = .5− i 2 making Equation (9) equivalent to Equation (6) and if i,j = A i,j , then Equation (9) is same as Equation (4).
In the above formulations , k , i.j are tuned as hyperparameters using the validation set. For the "mixture matrix", there are O(k 2 ) hyper-parameters and tuning them can be time consuming for large k values. To avoid this, we adapt the loss Equations (6) and (9) into a soft constrained-based optimization problem where the networks are responsible for learning these hyper-parameters.
Soft Constrained Optimization of Hyper-Parameters
Using soft constraints, Equation (6) becomes:
where l is defined to be the same as Equation (6) and p ≥ 1 is a real number. In Equation (10), the α penalized term ensures that p i remains a probability vector as now i is a learned parameter, whereas β and γ are the penalized terms which ensure that the components of remain within [0 .5).
In the above formulation, the minus(−) operator between the vector and scalar is applied in a vector component-wise.
It is shown below that Equation (10) is differentiable with respect to its input f (X i ) and . With respect to f (X i ), the derivative of the loss is:
where D(.) denotes a diagonal matrix with components of vector f (X i ), which lies in the diagonal of a k × k matrix.
For > 0, the derivative of the loss is:
where • is the Hadamard product and |.| −1 (absolute value and inverse) is applied component-wise on the vector. Similarly, Equation (9) becomes:
with l on the right hand side same as in Equation (9). In Equation (11) the α penalized term ensures that the rows are probability vectors. For p = 2 (Frobenius Norm case . F ), the β and γ penalized terms E k,k − 1 p p = k i k j ( i,j − 1) 2 , E k,k p p = k i k j ( i,j ) 2 ensure that i,j remains between (0 1). The last term is used to control the probability margins for different classes.
In Equations (11) and (10), α, β, γ and η are scalars penalizing the vector or matrix norms, hence they act as hyperparameters controlling the space of respective parameters, i.e. acts as a regularization hyper-parameter.
Learning the Similarity Distribution
So far, the formulation for MCEL (and even GMCEL) is left rather broad. The best way to learn a similarity distribution (the matrix A in our formulation) for MCEL remains open. A natural distribution can be derived from inherent class variances based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Consider a training set T = {(X 1 , y 1 ), · · · , (X m , y m )} where X i is input image(feature) and y i is the corresponding class label. Let T i = {(X, y)|y = i and (X, y) ∈ T } be the subset of training examples corresponding to class i. Linear discriminant analysis finds a basis set B for this labeled training set, which maximizes the inter-class variance. Not only it provides this basis set and the associated projection matrix L, but it also gives us the components of B in ascending order from the largest to the smallest variance (that is b 1 captures more inter-class variance than b 2 ). We project the training set T into the subspace B λ , spanned by the first λ components of B. From the projected samples in each class 1 ≤ i ≤ k (k is the number of classes), we compute the average per-class vector v i = 1 #Ti (X,y)∈Ti LX, where #T i represents the number of training samples from class i and L is the projection matrix. To build the similarity distributions, we fill a k×k matrix A with the values A i,j defined by:
Where:
In the above, . , . represents the usual vector dot product, and s(. , .) defines a similarity measure between the average class vectors in the B λ subspace using the cosine of the angle between the vectors as shown in Equation (12) . There exists many choices for the function s(. , .) as far as it is a strictly monotonically decreasing function of d(. , .). Each row A i of A sums to one (and as A is symmetric, each of the columns sum to one as well) and represents the similarity distribution for class i, i.e.
Notice here that because we are using LDA, the average vector of each of the class in the subspace B λ approximates the class. By taking the cosine similarity measure of these average class vectors, we build an approximate measure of how close two classes are to each other, and the closer they are to each other, the less we penalize the neural network for making a wrong prediction. Using this similarity distribution, the loss for any training example (X, y), where f (X) is the predicted distribution, δ ij the standard Kronecker delta and ∈ [0 .5) the mixing weight is given by MCEL directly as in Equation (4) (the simple MCEL formulation). We use this loss function and LDA prior for generating the empirical results in the next section.
As we can see, the simple MCEL loss function replaces the true class label in the standard cross entropy based formulation by an mixture of the similarity distribution r(. |label = i) = A i and the true class. Notice that there are some hyperparameters in the simple MCEL formulation combined with our LDA similarity distribution. In our current experiment, λ is equal to the number of classes k − 1, though this is not necessary and further experimentation is required to investigate the best choices for λ. The hyper-parameter is optimized using the validation set.
A visual analysis of the LDA based similarity measure given in Figure 2 shows that it does indeed follow our visual intuition about objects in real world. Figure 2 shows the similarity matrix for the CIFAR-10 dataset generated by the formulation in Equation (12) . The center of the matrix reveals the similarity among animal classes whereas the inanimate object classes in the corners show strong similarity. Notice that for an image of the Automobile class miss-classified as a Truck (which is arguably an automobile), our formulation reduces the exponential penalizing effect and does not greatly alter the network weights during back-propagation. 
Experiments
We empirically evaluated MCEL as well as SG-MCEL with the LDA similarity metric. To train our networks, we implemented the loss function as an extension of the Tensorflow [1] machine learning package using TFlearn 1 . We run all our experiments on NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPUs with 11GB memory. All training data was augmented using random crops, rotations and mirrors and normalized using mean subtraction and division by the standard deviation. We used a mini-batch size of 250 images for smaller datasets, and trained using traditional SGD+Momentum. The momentum parameter was set to 0.1/0.01 and we used weight decay with value 0.1. Our learning rate decay was inverse-exponential with respect to the number of epochs. We trained each network for 500 epochs, and used the best validation epoch to perform our final inferences. To ensure re-producibility of the numbers and figures reported in the papers, all the code will be released on GitHub.
In many experiments, the mixing rate was unknown. In the case of simple MCEL (denoted MCEL) we used a grid search over the range [0, 0.5] with interval length 0.1, and used the best validation performance. In the case of SG-MCEL these values were learned. Results for architectures without MCEL are from the original papers and were not reproduced on our own hardware. : The CIFAR-10 dataset is a labeled subset of the 80 million tiny images dataset, 32×32 images comprising 10 classes. The dataset contains 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images. We used a randomized set of 10,000 images from the training set in order to perform validation and hyper-parameter tuning.
Evaluation Datasets
CIFAR-100 [8] : The CIFAR-100 dataset is a labeled subset of the 80 million tiny images dataset, 32 × 32 images comprising 100 classes. The dataset contains 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images. As above we used a randomized set of 10,000 images from the training set in order to perform validation and hyper-parameter tuning.
ILSVRC 2015 [14] : The ImageNet dataset contains 1000 classes, with 1.2 million images as a training set, with 50,000 validation images. The images have 224 × 224 × 3 pixels.
Evaluation Architectures
ResNet 32, ResNet 110, ResNet 152 [5] : "Residual Networks" use very deep architectures to set the benchmarks for state-of-the-art deep learning in a number of tasks. By learning residual functions instead of direct functions, the simplicity of training by Backpropagation is greatly increased, and the network can be extended deeply. Wide ResNet [23] : Wide Residual Networks are residual networks which trade the depth of the traditional ResNet for an increase the width of the residual modules.
Results & Analysis
Our experiments on the presented datasets strongly support the use of a similarity distribution prior belief in training deep neural networks. Table 1 and 3 show that under our similarity distribution, we achieve promissing results on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. Because the CIFAR is a smaller dataset with easily separable classes, we expect only small gains in performance, as the generalization boundary under MCEL does not have to account for many near-class samples. To test the idea that the generalization boundaries are better laid out under simple datasets, we perform an experiment where we artificially introduce label noise into the CIFAR-10 training data. In this experiment, we randomly paired 10 classes into 5 group and swapped labels before training. The test and validation set remains true to ground truth. Figure 5 confirms our beliefs that under noisy data, MCEL is able to generalize better to the true distribution. This empirically confirms that MCEL learns a more generalizable decision boundary by not strongly penalizing wrongly labelled examples. These experiments also confirm the results of [12] , which performs similar experiments, though instead of learning the similarity matrix from data, they build it directly from a noise model. validation set against easily bench-marked state-of-the-art methods. Network denoted with a '*' is the network which we trained ourselves with 0 prior weight.
We additionally show that the MCEL's performance gains are not limited to high-performance networks. Table 3 shows that even under ResNet 32, a low parameter architecture MCEL can gain over a baseline architecture. It is worth noting that computing the similarity distribution takes time, however, that only needs to be computed once for each dataset and can be stored in a relatively small amount of memory (roughly 40KB to store for the CIFAR-100 dataset). Table 3 : Comparison of Top-1 accuracy (%) on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 test sets. Network denoted with a '*' is the network which we trained ourselves with 0 prior weight. MCEL based network is optimized over prior weight( = .2). Figure 3 shows how the accuracy is affected by the choice of prior weight for various datasets in our experiments. Figure 4 shows that the convergence of MCEL networks is bit smoother than traditional cross-entropy model. Sudden drop to 0 in Loss value looks like tflearn library issue.
Conclusion & Future Work
In this work we presented a new approach, MCEL, which provides a natural extension to traditional cross-entropy based loss functions. By using MCEL as an objective function, we showed that by providing a structural guidance on the latent space (though the allowances we give to similar-class examples) leads to generalizable classification boundaries, improving generalization performance and providing the expected results on noisy datasets. The MCEL formulation also defines a structured subset of Infogain matrices with a clear probabilistic foundation.
While the results shown using MCEL are interesting, they are only a preliminary investigation into the power of the method for improving the robustness of deep neural networks. The similarity distribution could be learned from data in a number of different ways beyond LDA, such as by using reinforcement learning methods, multi-task learning or Siamese networks. It is additional future work to investigate what kinds of similarity measures can be learned on nonlinear manifolds beyond a pair-wise distance.
